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PRESS RELEASE  

 

MARKET STUDY REVEALS HUGE POTENTIAL FOR LNG 

AS A MARINE FUEL IN THE IBERIAN PENINSULA 

 
With the global fuel sulphur limit of 0.5% entering into force in 2020, the interest 

towards LNG as a marine fuel is increasing. One of the main obstacles to the 

accelerated uptake of LNG, however, is the uncertainty regarding future market 

volumes for LNG. DNV GL has addressed this issue in a recent market study on the 

future LNG market in the Iberian Peninsula, as part of driving the development of an 

EU-wide network of LNG refuelling points.   

 

DNV GL conducted the market study on behalf of the six-year CORE LNGas hive 

project1, which aims to provide an investment plan for LNG fuelling in Spain and Portugal. The 

33 million Euro project is coordinated by Enagas, and co-funded by the European 

Commission.  

 

The DNV GL market study has forecasted the potential future demand for LNG as a ship fuel 

and the required future infrastructure for the areas around Spain and Portugal, covering the 

Mediterranean, Atlantic and Gibraltar Strait peripherical regions. The results of DNV GL’s 

analyses have now contributed to the CORE LNGas Hive project’s recommendations for the 

development of the LNG supply chain infrastructure, involving over 40 ports in the project 

area.   

 

Fernando Impuesto, CORE LNGas hive project coordinator from Enagas, says: “The 

consortium partners selected DNV GL to execute the demand studies of the project based on 

the fact that DNV GL has been at the forefront of the development of LNG as a ship fuel.  DNV 

GL’s network and market knowledge have added to a successful outcome. Through this 

market study we now have a strong decision basis to prepare the supply side on the Iberian 

Peninsula in meeting future demand for LNG bunkering at competitive conditions.” 

 

Despite LNG fuelled shipping being high on the agenda in the maritime industry, the market 

drivers are seen to change. From previously being encouraged by a lower price of LNG 

compensating for the added cost for installation of the LNG fuel equipment, results from 

interviews conducted by DNV GL indicate a shift towards compliance with emissions 

regulations to be the main motivation.  

 

The study has revealed a huge potential for LNG as a marine fuel that will utilize the current 

spare capacity of the existing LNG import terminals. The consolidated quantitative results 

show that by 2030 up to 2 million m³/y of LNG is to be bunkered by ships (with Algeciras, Las 

Palmas and Barcelona as most important ports) and by 2050 approximately 8 million m³/y of 

LNG.  

 

On the logistical side, the market study further concludes that existing LNG terminals will need 

to develop break bulk capacity to allow for loading LNG to small carriers and LNG bunker 
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vessels. In most ports, development of local intermediate storage capacity needs to be 

synchronized with increasing LNG demand by larger vessels. Besides bunker stations and local 

storage facilities, small carriers for delivering batches of LNG to ports over sea will play an 

important role for the times ahead.  

 

However, in order to realize the predicted LNG supply chain in 2030, about 1 billion Euro of 

capital expenditures (CAPEX) investment will be needed, adding up to a total cost of 3,7 billion 

Euro in 2050.  

 

Liv Hovem, Senior Vice President, DNV GL – Oil & Gas, adds: “DNV GL’s market study 

has clearly shown the major potential LNG has as a fuel in the region. We hope that the 

conclusions from our study will help ship owners, natural gas suppliers, bunker companies, 

port authorities and LNG terminal operators gain the confidence they need to move forward 

with LNG as a fuel for a more sustainable shipping industry.” 

 

Ends 

 

Notes to editors:  

 

1. The six-year CORE LNGas hive project is co-funded by the European Commission and 

is scheduled for completion by December 2020.  The CORE LNGas hive project is to 

provide recommendations to the National Policy Framework (NPF) with regard to the 

demand for LNG as a maritime fuel in Spain and Portugal on the deployment of 

alternative fuels infrastructure. It also aims to provide an investment plan for scaling 

associated project results. See website here: http://corelngashive.eu/en/ 

 

2. LNG can significantly reduce SOx, NOx and particulate emissions, and can also contribute to 

the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions.  
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For more information regarding the CORE LNGas hive project: 

Maarten Bekaert 

Head of Section - Solutions 

DNV GL - Oil & Gas, Belgium 

Tel: +32 478 988 028  

E-mail: Maarten.Bekaert@dnvgl.com  

 

 

For media enquiries or images, please contact: 

Robert Andrew Coveney 

Head of Brand and Internal Communications 

DNV GL - Oil & Gas 

Tel: +44 7753 294 635 

http://corelngashive.eu/en/
https://brandcentral.dnvgl.com/mars/public_sharing.lb?p_colshar_id=19450&p_hash=F521
mailto:Maarten.Bekaert@dnvgl.com
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About DNV GL 

Driven by our purpose of safeguarding life, property and the environment, DNV GL enables organizations 

to advance the safety and sustainability of their business. Operating in more than 100 countries, our 

professionals are dedicated to helping our customers in the maritime, oil & gas, energy and other 

industries to make the world safer, smarter and greener.  

 

DNV GL is the technical advisor to the oil and gas industry. We bring a broader view to complex business 

and technology risks in global and local markets. Providing a neutral ground for industry cooperation, we 

create and share knowledge with our customers, setting standards for technology development and 

implementation. From project initiation to decommissioning, our independent experts enable companies 

to make the right choices for a safer, smarter and greener future. 

 

 

 

 

 


